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Overview
structure 

• A bit of context: the funding program and the project

• Reflexive boundary work: a background to our praxis at the boundaries

• Get’s things done: trans-disciplinary (TD) work with natural resource 

management organisations to plan for climate change

• Denying its own existence??: Some reflections



The program and project



Boundary work

• Boundary work as ‘credibility contests’ among scientists (Gieryn 1983) 

• Boundary defining language across policy and science (Jasanoff 1987)

• Boundary objects (Star and Griesemer 1989)

• Boundary organisations (Guston 1999)

• Managing relevance, credibility and legitimacy (Cash et al. 2003)

• Demarcation and co-ordination (Hoppe 2011)



Reflexive boundary work

• actors: flexible roles and responsibilities -- convene, facilitate, mediate, 

demarcate, co-ordinate, represent, articulate, lead etc. 

• objects: have agency through the processes in which they are embedded: 

mutable (enquiring)  (semi) stable (deciding, defining)

• relationships: trust as a corollary of respect, honesty, humility, inclusiveness, 

confidence, etc.. 

• networks: research as embedded within networks of governance

• organisations: provide institutional, cultural, discursive, and other elements of 

the operating environment that enables and constrains practice 

Leith, P.B., O’Toole, K., Haward, M., Coffey, B., 2017. Enhancing Science Impact: 
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Getting things done

Opening up Closing down

‘Groan 
zone’

Outputs
(decisions, 
recommendations, 
reports, etc..)

TD Outcomes
(learning, relationships, trust, 
power relations/ dynamics)

time



Getting things done
in practice

Opening up Closing down

Outputs
Sub-projects and 
expertise to 
undertake them

Year 1 Outcomes
Respectful and enquiring relationships, 
‘reconciling supply and demand’, common 
language, points of tension, assumptions, roles 
and responsibilities, etc..

SP1: How?
Adaptation pathways

SP3: Where?
Spatial prioritisation

SP2: What?
Synthesis

SP4: Who?
Convening, facilitating



How? Adaptation pathways
in practice

Bosomworth, K., Leith, P., Harwood, A., Wallis, P.J., 2017. What’s the problem in adaptation pathways planning? 
The potential of a diagnostic problem-structuring approach. Environmental Science & Policy 76, 23–28. 
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Concluding thoughts

The particular knowledge / power / decision nexus:

1. Complex, contingent, ongoing socio-environmental challenges

2. Diversely skilled, knowledgeable and experienced people

3. Relatively common values and matters of concerns

This collaborative work among researchers and NRM planners: 

1. Left participants with new capabilities, knowledge and know-how

2. Changed constituency demand for integrated process-content knowledge

3. … but not the larger institutional settings

“Even weak networks can control strong tyrannies. Yet, the very nodes of networks of freedom can 

themselves become nodes of tyranny. Thus, constant renewal of liberation networks is critical for peace 

with justice – feminist networks for the liberation of women, preventive diplomacy networks for liberation of 

victims of war, village development networks, civil society networks.” John Braithewaite


